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 The film stars Ranbir Kapoor, Shriya Saran, and Boman Irani in lead roles. The film was released on 29 May 2009. Plot Sid (Ranbir Kapoor) is a young boy who lives with his parents and younger sister in a small suburban house. He has a dysfunctional relationship with his parents, mainly his mother. His father is a simple, hardworking and a stubborn man who seems to run a successful business that
gives him a stable income, but his parents live in a constant state of conflict and fight over money, and pay more attention to their careers and their own parents than to their children. As Sid grows up, he experiences life through memories and personal conversations with his grandmother, and he learns to cope with his responsibilities. After Sid's college-going sister Raja leaves for college, he is raised
by his grandmother. She tells him to listen to the beating of the heart in the body, because it will tell him the heart's condition. She also tells him that when the heart is happy, everything is happy. Sid is then forced to listen to the beat of his own heart, which, in actuality, is the heart of his grandmother, and she tells him that she is dying. Cast Ranbir Kapoor as Sid Shriya Saran as Puja Boman Irani as

Karan Arshad Warsi as Rahul Sanjay Mishra as Jagdish Akhilendra Mishra as Paresh Anita Mishra as Puja's Mother Sonali Kulkarni as Sid's Sister Kavya Madhavan as Raja Arunoday Singh as Chintu Rajat Kapoor as Karan's Boss Apeksha Dhir as Vidya K.K. Raina as Doctor Critical reception Reviews for Wake Up Sid were generally positive. Taran Adarsh of Bollywood Hungama gave the film 3.5
stars out of 5 and said, "It is a story of awakening and growth. The director is very truthful and honest in his observations of the world around him. He unearths every aspect of our growing-up world and handles it with gentle sensitivity. He makes you laugh, cry, smile, cheer, grieve and everything in between. His sincere thoughts about our world are of utmost importance. He makes us think, yet he

does not preach or put his thoughts across 82157476af
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